Stephen Clark

President Trump nominated Stephen Clark to serve on the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri on April 10, 2018. Clark is anti-choice.

Career

- Bachelor of Arts, University of Notre Dame, 1988
- Juris Doctorate, Saint Louis University, 1991
- Officer, Greensfelder, Hemker & Gale, P.C., 1998-1999
- Shareholder, Polsinelli Shalton Welte Suelthaus PC, 1999-2006
- Partner, Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP, 2006-2008
- Managing Partner, RUNNYMEDE Law Group, 2008-present

Record on Choice-Related Issues

Court Cases

- In Korte v. Health and Human Services, Clark submitted a brief on behalf of several anti-choice organizations, arguing that the Affordable Care Act’s (ACA) contraceptive-coverage policy is arbitrary and capricious because, in crafting the policy, the government failed to consider the “significantly increased cancer and other health risks associated with hormonal contraceptives.” It goes on to assert that contraception causes a “higher risk of heart attack, stroke & cardiovascular complications,” “higher risk of breast cancer,” “higher risk of cervical cancer,” “higher risk of liver tumors/cancer,” “greater susceptibility to sexually transmitted infections,” and “increased risk-taking in sexual behavior.” While birth control, like every medication, does have side effects, Clark’s brief makes outlandish and inaccurate claims and is dismissive of the many health benefits of contraception, including guarding against some kinds of cancer. Clark’s brief inaccurately and irresponsibly claims that the contraceptive-coverage policy “works directly against women’s health,” and “coerce[s] religiously objecting employers to cover drugs that significantly increase risks to women’s health.”

Clark consulted with so-called “medical and science advisors” in compiling the brief. Two of the advisors he worked with, as cited in the brief, are Dr. John Thorp and Dr. Angela Lanfranchi. Thorp is a well-known anti-abortion activist who travels around the country being paid to testify in favor of abortion restrictions. He has been chided...
for using skewed statistics by several judges, and one even went so far as write a supplemental opinion criticizing Thorp for his “disturbing apathy toward the accuracy of his testimony,” and research that “seemed to be driven more by a bias against abortion” than by a desire for veracity.

LanFranchi is another well-known anti-abortion activist. She co-founded the anti-choice Breast Cancer Prevention Institute, an organization dedicated to spreading misinformation about disproven connections between abortion, contraception, and cancer. Lanfranchi is known for promoting the Institute’s brochure The Pill Kills, which asserts not only that contraception causes cancer and cardiovascular problems, but also that it causes women to “die a violent death,” and “increases suicide attempts.” Many of the ridiculous assertions from the brochure are restated in Clark’s brief.

• Clark submitted several additional amicus briefs on behalf of anti-choice groups and individuals challenging the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive-coverage policy, which, in reality, is the greatest advancement in reproductive healthcare in a generation.
  o In one brief filed in Little Sisters of the Poor v. Sebelius, Clark stated, “the Little Sisters can reasonably conclude that there is no proportionate reason that would justify their material cooperation in grave wrongs such as the taking of human life,” i.e. abiding by the Affordable Care Act which guarantees no copay contraception. This brief appears to purposely conflate abortion and contraception.

• Clark represented Jalesia McQueen in her efforts to gain rights to several frozen embryos, created with her ex-husband through in vitro fertilization. McQueen wanted to use the embryos to try for pregnancy, but her ex-husband objected, not wanting any more children with her. Two lower-courts ruled against Clark and his client, and the Missouri Supreme Court declined to hear Clark’s appeal. Throughout the case, Clark zealously asserted the “personhood” of the embryos using strongly anti-choice language and arguments including, “life begins at conception,” and, “unborn children have protected interests in life, health, and wellbeing.”
  o After losing in trial court Clark appealed, and in a subsequent appellant’s brief argued that, “the trial court’s judgement treated the embryonic children as inanimate objects, not human beings with the same interests as other unborn children. The court’s judgement was based on its incorrect determination that the embryonic children are not human beings.” Clark also suggested that the woman’s existing children would “have to navigate the murky psychological waters of knowing that they had similarly-situated siblings who died at the hand of their father.”
In an interview, Clark said, “There is no less life in small masses of cells in the embryonic state than there is for you and me in flesh and blood.”

Clark represented the anti-choice group Missouri Roundtable for Life and other anti-choice activists in their challenge to the Missouri Science and Innovation Reinvestment Act (MOSIRA). The groups opposed MOSIRA out of concern that funds allocated by the law could be used embryonic stem cell research, which they oppose.

Record on Other Key Issues

- Clark is a former president of his local chapter of the Federalist Society.
- Clark has donated to anti-choice politicians including Roy Blunt and French Hill.
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